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The solutions of a large class of hierarchies of zero-curvature equations that in-
cludes Toda- and KdV-type hierarchies are investigated. All these hierarchies are
constructed from affine~twisted or untwisted! Kac–Moody algebrasg. Their com-
mon feature is that they have some special ‘‘vacuum solutions’’ corresponding to
Lax operators lying in some Abelian~up to the central term! subalgebra ofg; in
some interesting cases such subalgebras are of the Heisenberg type. Using the
dressing transformation method, the solutions in the orbit of those vacuum solu-
tions are constructed in a uniform way. Then, the generalized tau-functions for
those hierarchies are defined as an alternative set of variables corresponding to
certain matrix elements evaluated in the integrable highest-weight representations
of g. Such definition of tau-functions applies for any level of the representation, and
it is independent of its realization~vertex operator or not!. The particular important
cases of generalized mKdV and KdV hierarchies as well as the Abelian and non-
Abelian affine Toda theories are discussed in detail. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0022-2488~97!00702-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this article we shall be concerned with the generalization of the Hirota method of cons
ing the solutions of hierarchies of nonlinear integrable models. In particular, we shall study
connections through a large and important class of solutions which can be constructe
uniform way using the underlying structure of affine Kac–Moody algebras of those hierarc

Out of the different available methods for solving integrable partial differential equations
Hirota method has proved to be particularly useful. This method started with the work
Hirota,1 who discovered a way to construct various types of explicit solutions to the equa
and, in particular, their multiple soliton solutions. The idea is to find a new set of variables, c
the ‘‘tau-functions,’’ which then satisfy simpler—originally bilinear—equations known as Hir
equations. For instance, the tau-function of the Korteweg–de Vries equation~KdV!,
] tu5]x

3u16u]xu, is related to the original variable by the celebrated formula

u52]x
2 ln t. ~1!

Such a tau-function satisfies a bilinear Hirota equation,2 and the exact multi-soliton solutions ar
found by considering truncated series expansions oft in some arbitrary parametere, e.g.,
t511et~1!1•••1ent (n).

a!Electronic mail address: laf@axp.ift.unesp.br
b!Electronic mail address: miramont@fpaxp1.usc.es
c!Electronic mail address: joaquin@fpaxp1.usc.es
0022-2488/97/38(2)/882/20/$10.00
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More recently, the Hirota method has been used to obtain the multi-soliton solutions of
~Abelian! Toda equations3–6 ~the method was originally applied to the sine–Gordon equatio
Ref. 7!. The success of the method depends crucially on the choice of the change of va
between the Toda fieldsf and the Hirota’s tau functionsti , namely,

f52(
i50

r
2

a i
2 a i ln t i , ~2!

whereai are the simple roots of the associated affine untwisted Kac–Moody algebra.
A priori, the origins of formulas likeu52]x

2 ln t or ~2! seem quite mysterious and unmo
vated. Nevertheless, for a large class of integrable equations, they have a remarkable
theoretical interpretation within the so-called tau-function approach pioneered by the Jap
school~see, for example, Ref. 8!. Actually, this approach manifests the deep underlying conn
tion of the integrable hierarchies of partial differential equations with affine Kac–Moody alge
a connection that is also apparent in the seminal work of Drinfel’d and Sokolov,9 where integrable
hierarchies of equations are constructed in zero-curvature form.

The tau-function approach has been largely clarified by the work of Wilson10,11 and of Kac
and Wakimoto.12 In this latter reference, the authors construct hierarchies of integrable equa
directly in Hirota form associated to vertex operator representations of Kac–Moody alge
then, the tau-functions describe the orbit of the highest-weight vector of the representation
the corresponding Kac–Moody group. On the other hand, the work of Wilson provides the
theoretical interpretation of the change of variables between the tau-functions and the n
variables in the zero-curvature approach for several well-known integrable equations like Kd
modified KdV ~mKdV!,10 and nonlinear Schro¨dinger11 ~see also Ref. 13!. In these articles, the
change of variables is obtained by using a particular version of the well-known dressing tra
mations of Zakharov and Shabat.14

Using Wilson’s ideas, the connection between the generalized Hirota equations of Ka
Wakimoto and the zero-curvature equations of Ref. 15 has been established in Ref. 16. It is
noticing that the class of integrable equations of Ref. 15 is large enough to include practica
the generalizations of the Drinfel’d–Sokolov construction considered so far in the literature
therefore, it is desirable to have the tau-function description of all those integrable hierarch
integrable equations. The reason why the results of Ref. 16 do not apply for all the integ
hierarchies of Ref. 15 is that the generalized Hirota equations of Ref. 12 are constructed in
of level-one vertex operator representations of simply laced affine Kac–Moody algebras, wh
integrable hierarchies of Ref. 15 require a definition of the tau-functions in terms of arb
highest-weight representations.

Another important restriction in the results of Ref. 16 is that they do not include the impo
class of integrable equations known as generalized Toda equations; e.g., they do not exp
change of variables~2!. Nevertheless, inspired by the results of Ref. 16, a definition for
tau-functions of the Toda equations has been proposed in Ref. 17.

The aim of this paper is to generalize the results of Refs. 16 and 17 in order to clarif
definition and relevance of tau-functions for a large class of integrable equations including
the integrable hierarchies of Ref. 15 and the non-Abelian generalizations of the Toda equat
our approach, the central role will be played by the dressing transformations in the m
described by Wilson.10,11This way, we will construct explicit solutions of certain nonlinear in
grable equations by dressing some ‘‘vacuum solutions.’’ Actually, we will recognize the rele
equations by inspecting the properties of the resulting solutions. This is reminiscent of th
function approach of Ref. 12, where the tau-functions are defined as the elements of the or
highest-weight under the Kac–Moody group, and the generalized Hirota equations are ju
equations characterizing those orbits; thus, the solutions and the equations are obtained
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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neously. In contrast, with our method we do not expect to produce all the solutions of the res
equations, but only a subset that is conjectured to include the multi-soliton solutions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the type of hierarchies we are
to consider, discuss their vacuum solutions, and construct solutions using the dressing tr
mation method. In Sec. III we define the tau-functions for all these hierarchies using integ
highest-weight representations of affine Kac–Moody algebras and generalizing some
known for level-one vertex operator representations. In Sec. IV we specialize our results
generalized mKdV~and KdV! hierarchies of Ref. 15, and to the Abelian and non-Abelian affi
Toda theories. Conclusions are presented in Sec. V, and we also provide an appendix w
conventions about Kac–Moody algebras and their integrable highest-weight representation

II. VACUUM SOLUTIONS AND DRESSING TRANSFORMATIONS

Nonlinear integrable hierarchies of equations are most conveniently discussed by asso
them with a system of first-order differential equations,

LNC50, ~3!

whereLN are Lax operators of the form

LN[
]

]tN
2AN , ~4!

and the variablestN are the various ‘‘times’’ of the hierarchy. Then, the equivalent zero-curva
formulation is obtained through the integrability conditions of the associated linear problem~3!,

@LN , LM#50. ~5!

An equivalent way to express the relation between the solutions of the zero-curvature equ
and of the associated linear problem is

AN5
]C

]tN
C21. ~6!

The class of integrable hierarchies of zero-curvature equations that will be studied h
constructed from graded Kac–Moody algebras in the following way~we have briefly summarized
our conventions concerning Kac–Moody algebras in the Appendix!. Consider a complex affine
Kac–Moody algebrag5ĝ%Cd of rankr , and an integer gradation of its derived algebraĝ labelled
by a vectors5(s0 ,s1 ,...,sr) of r11 non-negative co-prime integers such that

ĝ5 %

iPZ
ĝı~s! and @ ĝi~s!, ĝ j~s!##ĝi1 j~s!. ~7!

We have in mind basically two types of integrable systems. The first one corresponds
generalized Drinfel’d–Sokolov hierarchies considered in Refs. 15, and 16, which are gene
tions of the KdV-type hierarchies studied in Ref. 9. In particular, and using the parlance o
original references, we will be interested in the generalized mKdV hierarchies, whose constr
can be summarized as follows~see Ref. 15 and, especially, Ref. 16 for details!. Given an integer
gradationsof ĝ and a semi-simple constant elementEl of gradel with respect tos, one defines the
Lax operator

L[]x1El1A, ~8!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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where the components ofA are the fields of the hierarchy.18 They are functions ofx and of the
other times of the hierarchy taking values in the subspaces ofĝ with grades ranging from 0 to
l21. For each element in the center of Ker~adEl! with positives-gradeN, one constructs a loca
functional of those fields,BN , whose components take values in the subspacesĝ0~s!,...,ĝN~s!.
Then,BN defines the flow equation

]L

]tN
5@BN , L#, ~9!

and the resulting Lax operatorsLN5]/]tN2BN commute among themselves.15

The second type of integrable systems corresponds to the non-Abelian affine
theories.17,19–21Given the integer gradations of ĝ, one chooses two constant elementsE6 l in
ĝ6 l~s! and introduces two Lax operators

L15]12BF1B21, L25]22]2BB
211F2. ~10!

The fieldB is a function ofx6 taking values in the group obtained by exponentiating the ze
graded subalgebraĝ0~s!. As for the other fields, the functionsF6 can be decomposed a
F65E6 l1(m51

l21 Fm
6, andFm

1 andFm
2 take values ingm~s! andg2m~s!, respectively. Then, the

condition [L1 , L2]50 provides the equations of motion of the theory, where]6 are the deriva-
tives with respect to the light-cone variablesx6 . The well-known Abelian affine Toda equation
are recovered with the principal gradation,s5~1,1,...,1!, andl51. They possess an infinite numb
of conserved charges in involution,22 and these charges can be used to construct a hierarch
integrable models through an infinite number of Lax operators that commute among themse23

The non-Abelian versions of the affine Toda equations are obtained with generic gradationss and
Fm

650,17,19,21while the most general case withFm
6Þ0 corresponds to the coupling of the latt

systems with~spinor! matter fields.20

An important common feature of all those hierarchies is that they possess trivial solu
which will be called ‘‘vacuum solutions.’’ These particular solutions are singled out by
condition that the Lax operators evaluated on them lie on some Abelian subalgebra ofg, up to
central terms. Then, the dressing transformation method can be used to generate an
solutions out of each ‘‘vacuum.’’ Moreover, it is generally conjectured that multi-soliton solut
lie in the resulting orbits. As a bonus, the fact that we only consider the particular subs
solutions connected with a generic vacuum allows one to perform the calculations in a
general way and, consequently, our results apply to a much broader class of hierarchies.

For a given choice of the Kac–Moody algebrag and the gradations, let us consider Lax
operators of the form~4! where the potentials can be decomposed as

AN5 (
i5N2

N1

AN,i , where AN,iPĝi~s!, ~11!

N2 andN1 are nonpositive and non-negative integers, respectively, and the timestN are labelled
by ~positive or negative! integer numbers. The particular form of these potentials will be c
strained only by the condition that the corresponding hierarchy admits vacuum solutions
they take the form

AN
~vac!5 (

i5N2

N1

cN
i bi1rN~ t !c[«N1rN~ t !c. ~12!

In this equation,c is the central element ofĝ, andbiPĝi~s! are the generators of a subalgebraŝ
of ĝ defined by
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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ŝ5$biPĝi~s!,iPE,Zu@bi , bj #5 ib icd i1 j ,0%, ~13!

wherebi are arbitrary~vanishing or nonvanishing! complex numbers such thatb2 i5b i , andE is
some set of integers numbers. Moreover,cN

i are also arbitrary numbers, andrN(t) areC-functions
of the timestN that satisfy the equations

]rN~ t !

]tM
2

]rM~ t !

]tN
5(

i
ib icM

i cN
2 i . ~14!

These vacuum potentials correspond to the solution of the associated linear problem gi
the group element~6!

C~vac!5expS (
N

eNtN1g~ t !cD , ~15!

where the numeric functiong(t) is a solution of the equations

]g~ t !

]tN
5rN~ t !1

1

2 (
M ,i

ib ıcN
i cM

2 i tM . ~16!

In terms of the associated linear problem, one can define an important set of transform
called ‘‘dressing transformations,’’ which take known solutions of the hierarchy to new solut
Regarding the structure of the integrable hierarchies, these transformations have a deep m
and, in fact, the group of dressing transformations can be viewed as the classical precurso
quantum group symmetries.24 Denote byĜ2~s!, Ĝ1~s!, and Ĝ0~s! the subgroups of the Kac–
Moody groupĜ formed by exponentiating the subalgebrasĝ,0~s![% i,0ĝi~s!, ĝ.0~s![% i.0ĝi~s!,
andĝ0~s!, respectively. According to Wilson,10,11 the dressing transformations can be described
the following way. Consider a solutionC of the linear problem~3!, and leth5h2h0h1 be a
constant element in the ‘‘big cell’’ ofĜ, i.e., in the subsetĜ2~s!Ĝ0~s!Ĝ1~s! of Ĝ, such that

ChC215~ChC21!2~ChC21!0~ChC21!1 . ~17!

Notice that these conditions are equivalent to say that bothh andChC21 admit a generalized
Gauss decomposition with respect to the gradations. Then

Ch5@~ChC21!2#21C5~ChC21!0~ChC21!1Ch21 ~18!

is another solution of the linear problem. In order to prove it, introduce the nota
g0,6[(ChC21)0,6 and]N[]/]tN , and consider

]NChCh21
52g2

21]Ng21g2
21~]NCC21!g2

5]Ng0g0
211g0]Ng1g1

21g0
211g0g1~]NCC21!g1

21g0
21. ~19!

Then, the first identity implies that]NChCh21
P % i<N1

ĝi(s), and the second that]NChCh21
P

% i>N2
ĝi(s). Consequently,

AN
h5

]Ch

]tN
Ch21

P %

i5N2

N1

ĝi~s!, ~20!

and, taking into account~11!, it is a solution of the hierarchy of zero-curvature equations.25

For anyh lying in the big cell ofĜ, the transformation
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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Dh :C°Ch or AN°AN
h ~21!

is called a dressing transformation, and an important property is that their composition law fo
just from the composition law ofĜ, i.e.,Dg+Dh5Dgh .

26

Now, the orbit of the vacuum solution~15! under the group of dressing transformations can
easily constructed using Eqs.~18! and~20!. For any elementh of the big cell ofĜ, let us define

Q215~C~vac!hC~vac!21
!2 , B215~C~vac!hC~vac!21

!0 ,
~22!

Y5~C~vac!hC~vac!21
!1 , and V5B21Y.

Then, under the dressing transformation generated byh,

C~vac!°Ch5QC~vac!5VC~vac!h21, ~23!

or, equivalently,AN
(vac) becomes

AN
h2rN~ t !c5QeNQ211]NQQ21P %

i<N1

ĝi~s!

5VeNV211]NVV21P %

i>N2

ĝi~s!, ~24!

Equations~22! and ~24! summarize the outcome of the dressing transformation met
which, starting with some vacuum solution~12!, associates a solution of the zero-curvature eq
tions~5! to each constant elementh in the big cell ofĜ. The construction of this solution involve
two steps. First, Eqs.~24! can be understood as a local change of variables between the co
nents of the potentialAN and some components of the group elementsQ, B, andY.

The second step consists in obtaining the value of the required components ofQ, B, andY
from Eq. ~22!. This is usually done by considering matrix elements of the form

^muQ21B21Yum8&5^mue(NeNtNhe2(NeNtNum8&, ~25!

where um& and um8& are vectors in a given representation ofg. The appropriate set of vectors
specified by the condition that all the required components ofQ, B, andY can be expressed in
terms of the resulting matrix elements. It will be shown in the next section that the required m
elements, considered as functions of the group elementh, constitute the generalization of th
Hirota’s tau-functions for these hierarchies. Moreover, Eq.~25! is the analog of the so-calle
solitonic specialization of the Leznov–Saveliev solution proposed in Refs. 17, 20, and 27–
the affine~Abelian and non-Abelian! Toda theories.

Consider now the common eigenvectors of the adjoint action of theeN’s that specify the
vacuum solution~12!. Then, the important class of multi-soliton solutions is conjectured to
respond to group elementsh which are the product of exponentials of eigenvectors

h5eF1eF2•••eFn, @eN , Fk#5vN
~k!Fk , k51,2,...,n. ~26!

In this case, the dependence of the solution upon the timestN can be made quite explicit:

^muQ21B21Yum8&5^mu)
k51

n

exp~e(NvN
~k!tNFk!um8.& ~27!

We emphasize that not all solutions of the type~27! are soliton solutions, but we conjecture th
the soliton and multi-soliton solutions are among them. By soliton we mean a solution localiz
space that travels without dispersion, and that keeps its form when scattered by other s
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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suffering just a shift in its position with respect to the one it would have if not for the scatte
The conjecture that multi-soliton solutions are associated with group elements of the form~26!
naturally follows from the well-known properties of the multi-soliton solutions of affine To
equations and of hierarchies of the KdV type, and, in the sine-Gordon theory, it has been ex
checked in Ref. 30. Actually, in all these cases, the multi-soliton solutions are obtained in te
representations of the ‘‘vertex operator’’ type where the corresponding eigenvectors are nilp
Then, for each eigenvectorFk there exists a positive integer numbermk such that (Fk)

mÞ0 only
if m<mk . This remarkable property simplifies the form of~27! because it implies thateFk 5 1
1 Fk 1 ••• 1 (Fk)

mk/mk!, which provides a group-theoretical justification of Hirota’s method.
An interesting feature of the dressing transformations method is the possibility of relatin

solutions of different integrable equations. Consider two different integrable hierarchies w
vacuum solutions are compatible, in the sense that the corresponding vacuum Lax op
commute. Then, one can consider the original integrable equations as the restriction of a
hierarchy of equations. Consequently, the solutions obtained through the group of dressing
formations can also be understood in terms of the solutions of the larger hierarchy, which im
certain relations among them. We will show in Sec. IV that this possibility generalizes the
known relation between the solutions of the mKdV and sine–Gordon equations.

III. THE TAU-FUNCTIONS

According to the discussion in the previous section, the orbits generated by the gro
dressing transformations acting on some vacuum provide solutions of certain integrable
chies of equations. Making contact with the method of Hirota, the generalized ‘‘tau-functi
that will be defined in this section constitute a new set of variables to describe those solution
of the characteristic properties of these variables is that they substantially simplify the ta
constructing multi-soliton solutions.17 The group-theoretical interpretation of this property h
already been pointed out in the previous section. Tau-functions are given by certain matr
ments in an appropriate representation of the Kac–Moody groupĜ. Moreover, the tau-functions
corresponding to the multi-soliton solutions are expected to involve nilpotent elementsĜ,
which is the origin of their remarkable simple form.

The tau-function formulation of the generalized Drinfel’d–Sokolov hierarchies of Ref. 15
already been worked out in Ref. 16, which, in fact, has largely inspired our approach. How
there are two important differences between our results and those of Ref. 16. First, our ap
applies to the affine Toda equations too and, second, it does not rely upon the use of~level-one!
vertex operator representations.

At this point, it is worth recalling that the solutions constructed in Sec. II are comple
representation independent. In contrast, our definition of tau-functions makes use of a speci
of representations of the Kac–Moody algebraĝ called ‘‘integrable highest-weight’’ representa
tions, which are briefly reviewed in the Appendix. The reason why these representations are
‘‘integrable’’ is the following. For an infinite-dimensional representation, it is generally not p
sible to go from a representation of the algebraĝ to a representation of the corresponding gro
Ĝ via the exponential mapx ° ex. However, the construction does work if, for instance, t
formal power series terminates at a certain power ofx, or if the representation space admits a ba
of eigenvalues ofx. These conditions, applied to the Chevalley generators ofĝ, single out this
special type of representation.

The generalized tau-functions will be sets of matrix elements of the form indicated o
right-hand side of~25!, considered as functions of the group elementh. They are characterized b
the condition that they allow one to parametrize all the components ofQ, B, andY required to
specify the solutions~24! of the zero-curvature equations~5!. As we have discussed before, th
tau-functions corresponding to the multi-soliton solutions are expected to have a very simple
However, in contrast with the original method of Hirota, we cannot ensure in general tha
equations of the hierarchy become simpler in terms of this new set of variables.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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First, let us discuss the generalized Hirota tau-functions associated with the componentB.
In Eq. ~25!, these components can be isolated by considering the vectorsum0& of an integrable
highest-weight representationL~s̃! of g which are annihilated by all the elements inĝ.0~s!, i.e.,
Tum0&50 and^m0uT850 for all TPĝ.0~s! andT8Pĝ,0~s!, respectively. Then, the correspondin
tau-functions are defined as31

tm0 ,m08
~ t !5^m08uC

~vac!hC~vac!21
um0&5^m08ue

(NeNtNhe2(NeNtNum0&, ~28!

and, in terms of them, Eq.~25! becomes just

^m08uB
21um0&5tm0 ,m08

~ t !. ~29!

By construction,ĝ0~s! always contains the central elementc of the Kac–Moody algebra, bu
it is always possible to split the contribution of the corresponding field in~29!. Let sqÞ0 and
consider the subalgebrag̊ of g generated by theei

6 with i50,...,r but iÞq, which is a semisimple
finite Lie algebra of rankr ~g̊ is always simple ifq50!. Then,ĝ0~s!5„ĝ0~s!ùg̊…%Cc and, corre-
spondingly,B can be split asB5b exp(nc). Here,n is the field alongc, andb is a function taking
values in the semisimple finite Lie groupG̊0 whose Lie algebra isĝ0~s!ùg̊. SinceK̃5( i50

r ki
∨s̃i

is the level of the representationL~s̃!, Eq. ~29! is equivalent to

^m08uB
21um0&5e2nK̃^m08ub

21um0&5tm0 ,m08
~ t !. ~30!

Moreover, it is always possible to introduce a tau-function for the fieldn. Let us consider the
highest-weight vectoruvq& of the fundamental representationL(q), which is obviously annihilated
by all the elements ing̊. Therefore,

^vquB21uvq&5e2nkq
∨
5tvq ,vq~ t ![tq

~0!~ t !, ~31!

which leads to

^m08ub
21um0&5

tm0 ,m08
~ t !

„tq
~0!~ t !…K̃/kq

∨ and n52 ln
tq

~0!~ t !

kq
∨ . ~32!

Finally, recall that the vectorsum0& form a representation of the semisimple Lie groupG̊0.
Therefore, ifL~s̃! is chosen such that this representation is faithful, Eq.~32! allows one to obtain
all the components ofb in terms of the generalized tau-functionstm0 ,m08

andtq
~0! . Notice that, in

this case, the definition of generalized tau-functions coincide exactly with the quantities inv
in the solitonic specialization of the Leznov–Saveliev solution proposed in Ref. 29.

Let us now discuss the generalized tau-functions associated with the components ofQ. Con-
sider the gradations of g involved in the definition of the integrable hierarchy. For eachsiÞ0, let
us consider the highest-weight vector of the fundamental representationL( i ) and define the~right!
tau-function vector

ut i
R~ t !&5C~vac!hC~vac!21

uv i&5e(NeNtNhe2(NeNtNuv i&. ~33!

Notice thatut i
R(t)& is a vector in the representationL( i ). Therefore, it has infinite components, an

it will be shown soon that the role of the Hirota tau-functions will be played by a finite subs
them. Taking into account thatuv i& is annihilated by all the elements ing.0~s!, Eq. ~25! implies

Q21B21uv i&5ut i
R~ t !&, i50,...,r and siÞ0. ~34!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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The definition~33! is inspired by the tau-function approach of Refs. 12, 16, and 17. Howe
in Ref. 16, and Ref. 17, the authors consider a unique tau-functionuts(t)&PL~s!. In fact, one could
equally consider different tau-functionsuts8(t)& associated with any integrable representat
L~s8! such thatsi8 Þ 0 if, and only if,siÞ0. According to Eq.~A6!, all these choices lead to th
same results, but ours is the most economical.

Since, for any integrable representation, the derivationds can be diagonalized acting onL~s!,
these tau-functions vectors can be decomposed as

ut i
R~ t !&5 (

2 jPZ<0
ut i

R~2 j !~ t !&, di ut i
R~2 j !~ t !&52 j ut i

R~2 j !~ t !&, ~35!

where we have used thatQPĜ,0~s! andBPĜ0~s!, anddi indicates the derivation correspondin
to the gradation withsj5d j ,i ~see the Appendix!. Moreover, the highest-weight vector is a
eigenvector of the subalgebraĝ0~s! and, consequently, ofB. Therefore,

ut i
R~0!~ t !&5B21uv i&5t i

~0!~ t !uv i&, ~36!

whereti
(0)(t) is aC-function, not a vector ofL( i ), whose definition is32

t i
~0!~ t !5^v i ueSN«NtNhe2SN«NtNuv i&[tv i ,v i~ t ! ~37!

@compare with Eq.~31!#. Therefore, Eq.~34! becomes

Q21uv i&5
1

t i
~0!~ t !

ut i
R~ t !&, ~38!

which is the generalization of Eq.~5.1! of Ref. 16 for general integrable highest-weight repres
tations ofg. Equation~38! allows one to express all the components ofQ in terms of the com-
ponents ofut i

R(t)& for all i50,...,r with siÞ0 @for instance, by using the positive definite He
mitian form ofL( i )#. However, it is obvious that only a finite subset of them enter in the defini
of the potentialsAN through Eq.~24!.

In exactly the same way, one can introduce another set of ‘‘left’’ tau-function vectors thr

^t i
L~ t !u5^v i uC~vac!hC~vac!21

, ~39!

which leads to

^v i uY5^t i
L~ t !u

1

t i
~0!~ t !

, ~40!

and allows one to express all the components ofY in terms of the components of^t i
L(t)u for all

i50,...,r with siÞ0.
Summarizing, the generalized Hirota tau-functions of these hierarchies consist of the su

functionstm0 ,m08
and of components ofuti

R& and^ti
Lu required to parametrize all the components

the potentialsAN in Eq. ~24!. Then, for the multi-soliton solutions corresponding to the gro
elementh specified in~26!, their truncated power series expansion follows from the poss
nilpotency of the eigenvectorsFk in these representations. For instance, ifn51 in ~26! and
F1
mum0&5F1

muv i&50 unlessm<m1 , then
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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tm0 ,m08
~ t !5 t̃ m0 ,m08

0
1 t̃ m0 ,m08

1
1•••1 t̃

m0 ,m08

m1 5 (
k50

m1 1

k!
ekSNvNtN^m08uF1

kum0&, and

~41!

ut i
R~ t !&5 (

k50

m1 1

k!
ekSNvNtNF1

kuv i&.

IV. EXAMPLES

The orbits generated by the group of dressing transformations acting on the vacuum co
rations described in Sec. II provide solutions of the generalized mKdV equations of Ref. 15
of the non-Abelian affine Toda equations. In this section we will characterize the approp
choices forŝ, and derive the relation between the original variables and their tau-functions i
simplest cases in order to illustrate the main issues of our formalism. Moreover, these exa
show how the usual definitions of tau-functions in Abelian Toda equations3,4 are precisely recov-
ered.

For simplicity, we will restrict ourselves to vacuum solutions associated with untwisted a
Kac–Moody algebras, although our construction applies also to the twisted case. Then, it w
convenient to use the realization ofĝ as the central extension of the loop algebra of simple fin
Lie algebrag, such that

ĝ5$u~m!uuPg,mPZ% %Cc, g[g~1!5ĝ%Cd,

@u~m!, v ~n!#5@u, v#~m1n!1m Tr~uv !cdm1n,0 , ~42!

@d, u~m!#5mu~m!, @c, d#5@c, u~m!#50,

where Tr~••! denotes the Cartan–Killing form ofg. Then, the Chevalley generators ofg~1! are

ei
65H E6a i

~0! , for i51,...,r ,

E6a0
~61! , for i50,

hi5
2

a i
2 a i•H

~0!1cd i ,0 , ~43!

wherea052Sı51
r kia i is minus the highest root ofg normalized asa0

252,Ea is the step operato
of the roota, andH is an element of the Cartan subalgebra ofg ~H and a live in the same
r -dimensional vector space!.

We will also use the notation

ĝ<k~s!5 %

i<k
ĝi~s!, ĝ>k~s!5 %

i>k
ĝi~s!, ~44!

and denote byP>k[s] andP,k[s] the projectors ontoĝ>k(s) and ĝ,k(s), respectively.
Different choices of the subsetŝ introduced in~13! lead to solutions of different integrabl

hierarchies. However, particularly interesting vacuum solutions arise whenŝ is a subset of a
Heinsenberg subalgebra ofg, which, up to the central elementc, are special types of maximally
commuting subalgebras whose precise definition can be found in Ref. 33. In particular,
g5g~1!, they correspond to the affinization of a Cartan subalgebra ofg by means of an inner
automorphism. This implies that the inequivalent Heisenberg subalgebras ofg~1! are classified by
the conjugacy classes of the Weyl group ofg.33 Consequently, their structure is

H@w#5C c1 (
iPI @w#1ZN@w#

CL i , @L i , L j #5 icd i1 j ,0 , ~45!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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where [w] denotes a conjugacy class of the Weyl group ofg, andI [w] is a set ofr integers>0 and
,N[w] . The set$c,L i u iPI [w]1ZN[w]% is a basis ofH[w] whose elements are graded with respe
to the associated [w]-dependent gradationsw5(s0

w ,...,sr
w). The gradationsw fixes the setI [w] and

the integerN[w]5( i50
r kisi

w, wherek051, k1 ,...,kr are the labels of the extended Dynkin diagra
of g, which also specify its highest roota0.

A. Generalized mKdV and KdV hierarchies

Let Li be an element of a Heisenberg subalgebraH[w] of g~1! whosesw-grade isi.0, and
consider the subalgebra

ŝ5Cent„Ker~adL i !…ùĝ>0~s
w!#H@w#ùĝ>0~s

w!, ~46!

where by Cent~•! we mean the subalgebra of~•! generated by the elements which commute, up
the central elementc, with all elements of~•!. Then,ŝ gives rise to the vacuum solution

AN
~vac!5LN1rN~ t !c, ~47!

which is labelled by the set of integersN such that ŝùĝN~sw! is not empty, and where
LNP ŝùĝN~sw!. To compare with Eq.~12!, N250, N15N, andcN

j 5d j ,N . According with Eq.
~24!, the orbit of solutions generated by the group of dressing transformations acting o
vacuum consists of the Lax operators

LN
h5QS ]

]tN
2LNDQ212rN~ t !c5

]

]tN
2 P>0@sw#~QLNQ21!2rN~ t !c, ~48!

whereQ is defined in~22! and it will be understood as a function of the group elementh.
Then, Eqs.~48! provide solutions for one of the generalized Drinfel’d–Sokolov hierarchie

Ref. 15~see also Ref. 16!. In particular, for the generalized mKdV hierarchy associated with
Lax operator

L5
]

]x
2L2q̃[L i , ~49!

whereL5Li , x5t i , and

q̃Pĝ>0~s
w!ùĝ, i~s

w!. ~50!

In order to prove it, let us briefly summarize its construction. It is based on the existence
unique transformation such that

FLF215
]

]x
2L2h, ~51!

whereF5expy with yPIm~adL!ùĝ,0~s
w!, andhPKer~adL!ùĝ, i~s

w! are local functionals of
the components ofq̃ and theirx-derivatives@notice that Ker~adL! is non-Abelian in general#.
There is a difference between the situation in Ref. 15 and the situation in Ref. 16 and here
q̃ may have a component along the central element ofg~1!, say q̃5q1qcc, where q is the
component ofq̃ in the loop algebra ofg. Then, it is straightforward to show thatF andh2qcc
depend only on the components ofq. The hierarchy consists of an infinite set of commuting flo
associated with the elementsLN in ŝ, and they are defined by the zero-curvature equations
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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F ]

]tN
2 P>0@sw#~F21LNF!, LG50. ~52!

Moreover, sinceF is a differential polynomial ofq and it does not depend onqc , this flow
equation induces a flow equation forq which can be written in the form

]q

]t j
5F j S q, ]q

]x
,

]2q

]x2
,••• D , ~53!

for some polynomial functionsF j . In contrast, the corresponding equation for the compon
along the central element ofg~1! is ]Nqc52]x(F

21LNF)c , where~•!c is the component of •
alongC c. SinceF depends only onq, this shows thatqc is not a real degree of freedom, whic
is the reason why these hierarchies can be associated both with Kac–Moody or loop alge

Let us consider the mKdV hierarchy~52! constrained by the condition tha
hPKer~adL!ùĝ,0~s

w!. Since all the vanishing components ofh in ĝ>0~s
w! are functionals ofq̃,

this implies a constraint on the mKdV field, and it is easy to check that it is compatible with
flow equations. Then, using~51! and introducing a nonlocal functionalx of q such that
xPexp„Ker~adL!ùĝ,0~s

w!… and]xxx215h, the Lax operator becomes

L5QS ]

]x
2L DQ211~xLx21!c5

]

]x
2P>0@sw#~QLQ21!1~xLx21!c , ~54!

whereQ5F21xPĜ2(sw). Moreover, the Lax operators that define the flows of the hierarchy
be written as

]

]tN
2P>0@sw#~F21LNF!5

]

]tN
2P>0@sw#~QLNQ21!2~x21LNx!c . ~55!

This, compared with~48!, shows that the orbit generated by the group of dressing transforma
acting on the vacuum solution~47! actually consists of solutions of the generalized mKdV hi
archy associated with the Lax operator~49!.

Equations~49! and~54! provide the change of variables betweenq̃ and the components ofQ,
and they show that only the finite number of terms ofQ with sw-grade ranging from2i to 21 are
required. Therefore, in this case, the generalized tau-functions correspond to a finite set o
ponents of the vectorsuti

R(t)& in the fundamental integrable representationsL( i ) such thatsi
wÞ0.

Let us remark that this case is covered by the results of Ref. 16 only if these representatio
of level one, which means that thatsi

wÞ0 only if ki
~51.

As a specific example, let us discuss the Drinfel’d–Sokolov generalized mKdV hierar
associated to a simple finite Lie algebrag. They are recovered from the principal Heisenbe
subalgebra, which is graded with respect to the principal gradationsp5~1,1,...,1!, and the Lax
operator~49! where, in this case,

L5L15(
i50

r

ei
1 and q̃5(

i50

r

qihi . ~56!

The change of variables betweenq̃ and the components ofQ follows from ~49! and ~54! by
writing

Q5exp~u211••• !PĜ2~sp!,

with u21Pĝ21~sp!, which leads to
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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q̃5@u21 , L#. ~57!

The relation betweenu21 and the tau-functions has to be obtained from Eq.~38!. Consider the
decompositionu215(i50

r aiei
2 for some functionsaj . Then~38! implies that

(
i50

r

aiei
2uv j&52

1

t j
~0!~ t !

ut j
R~-1!~ t !&. ~58!

Moreover, since the times are labelled by positive integers~the exponents ofg plus its Coxeter
number times some non-negative integer! andLN annihilates the highest-weight vectors forN.0,
Eq. ~33! reduces to

ut j
R~ t !&5eSNtNLNhuv j&, ~59!

and Eq.~37! becomes

t j
~0!~ t !5^v j ueSNtNLNhuv j&. ~60!

Then, Eqs.~58! and ~59! imply that

aj52
1

t j
~0!~ t !

^v j uej
1eSNtNLNhuv j&, ~61!

but ^v j uej
15^v j uL1, which, taking into account~60!, finally leads to

aj52
]

]x
ln t j

~0!~ t !. ~62!

Therefore, using~57!, the resulting change of variables is

q̃5(
i50

r
]

]x
ln t i

~0!~ t !hi5(
i51

r
]

]x
lnS t i

~0!~ t !

t
0
~0!ki

∨
~ t !

D 2

a i
2 a i•H

~0!1t0
~0!~ t !c, ~63!

whereki
∨5(a i

2/2)ki , which shows thatt0
~0!(t),...,t r

(0)(t) are the Hirota tau-functions in this cas
In general, whenŝ,ĝ>0~s!, as in~46!, the construction presented in Secs. II and III can s

be generalized by introducing an auxiliary gradations*<s with respect to the partial ordering o
Ref. 15. Then, the new Lax operators would be defined such that

ANPĝ>0~s* !ùg̃<N~s!, ~64!

and the analog of the dressing transformation~18! involves the factorization

ChC21PĜ2~s* !Ĝ0~s* !Ĝ1~s* !. ~65!

Now, if ŝ is of the form given by Eq.~46!, the orbit of the vacuum solution~47! provides solutions
for the generalized~partially modified! KdV hierarchies of Ref. 15, and it leads to the correspo
ing generalizations of the Hirota tau-functions.16

In addition, the form of the new Lax operator~64! is invariant under the gaug
transformations15

LN°ULNU
215US ]

]tN
2ANDU21, ~66!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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whereU is an exponentiation of elements of the algebra

P[ĝ0~s* !ùĝ<0~s! ~67!

In terms of the associated linear problem, the gauge transformation~66! corresponds toC°UC,
with UPP. This opens the possibility of considering different gauge equivalent definitions o
dressing transformation~18! @with the decomposition~17! being replaced by~65!#, e.g.,

C°UCh5@~ChC21!2U
21#21C5@U~ChC21!0#~ChC21!1Ch21, ~68!

leading to gauge equivalent solutions of the zero-curvature equations. It is worth pointing o
the group of gauge transformations~66! is not trivial even ifsw5s. However, along the article, we
only consider the dressing transformations defined by~18!, which is equivalent to a partial gaug
fixing prescription for the transformations~66! ~an alternative prescription is used, e.g., in R
30!.

B. Generalized non-Abelian Toda equations

Now, for a given Heisenberg subalgebraH@w# of g~1!, let us choose a positive integerl and
consider the vacuum solution

Al
~vac!5L l , A2 l

~vac!5L2 l1 l t lc, ~69!

associated to the subalgebra generated byL6 lPH@w#ùĝ6 l~s
w!. In ~12!, this solution corresponds

to l15 l , l250, ~2l !150, ~2l !252l, cl
j5d j ,l , c2 l

j 5d j ,2 l , rl50, andr2 l5 l t l , and it is equiva-
lent to the following solution of the associated linear problem:

C~vac!5exp~L tt l1L2 l t2 l1
1
2l t l t2 lc!. ~70!

If l.1, we will only be interested in the orbit of solutions generated by the dressing tran
mations associated with the elements of the subgroupĜ( l ) formed by exponentiating the subalg
bra

ĝ~ l !5 %

kPZ
ĝkl~s

w!. ~71!

However, let us indicate that the orbit generated by the full Kac–Moody group acting on~69!
provides solutions for the generalized affine non-Abelian Toda equations of Ref. 20. Then,C~vac!,
h, and, consequently,C~vac! hC~vac!21, are inĜ( l ), which implies

Q5expS (
kPZ.0

u2klD 511u2 l1•••PĜ2
~ l !~sw!, u2klPĝ2kl~s

w!,

~72!

Y5expS (
kPZ.0

zklD 511z l1•••PĜ1
~ l !~sw!, zklPĝkl~s

w!.

Therefore, using Eqs.~24!, the orbit of solutions generated by the group of dressing transfor
tions acting on~69! is given by

Al
h5L l1@u2 l ,L l # ~73!

5L l2B21] lB, ~74!

A2 l
h 5L2 l1]2 lu2 l1 l t lc ~75!

5B21L2 lB1 l t lc. ~76!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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Using Eqs.~74! and ~76!, the zero-curvature equation@L l
h, L2 l

h #50 becomes

] l
2~B21] l

1B!5@L l , B
21L2 lB#2 lc, ~77!

which shows thatB̂ 5 elt l t2 l cB is a solution of a generalized non-Abelian affine Toda equa
where6t6 l play the role of the light-cone variablesx65x6t, andB̂ is the Toda field.17,19,22,21,34

It is well known that these equations can be understood as the classical equations of mo
certain two-dimensional relativistic field theories, and Lorentz invariance is manifested th
the symmetry transformationx6→l61x6 .

However, the solutions provided by the dressing transformation method satisfy addi
constraints. Actually, the comparison of~73! with ~74! shows that

B21] lB5@L l , u2 l #PIm~adL l !, ~78!

and ~24! and ~76! imply that

]2 lBB
2152@L2 l , z2 l #PIm~adL2 l !. ~79!

These constraints break the well-known chiral symmetry

B°h2~ t2 l !Bh1~ t l ! ~80!

of the affine Toda equation~77!, whereh6(t6 l) take values in the subgroupsĜ6 formed by
exponentiating the subalgebras Ker~adL6 l!ùĝ0~s

w!. Moreover, Eqs.~78! and ~79! have a nice
interpretation as gauge-fixing conditions for certain local~chiral! symmetries of the underlying
two-dimensional field theory.17,35

The dressing transformation method allows one to relate the resulting solutions of the
Abelian Toda~77! and generalized mKdV~52! equations. The crucial observation is that the L
operatorL l

h corresponding to~74! can also be viewed as the Lax operator of a generalized mK
hierarchy. Then, according to~49!, the relation isL5Ll , x5t l[x1 , and q̃52B21] lB. This
provides a~locally! noninvertible map from solutions of the non-Abelian Toda equation (B) into
solutions of the mKdV equation (q̃), which generalizes the known relation between solutions
the sine–Gordon and mKdV equations. However, ifl.1, notice that the resulting mKdV Lax
operator is constrained by the conditionq̃52B21] lBPĝ0~s

w!, a constraint that is compatibl
only with a subset of the flows that define the mKdV hierarchy. In order to make this rel
concrete, let us consider the subalgebra

ŝ†5@Cent„Ker~adL l !…ù %

kPZ>0
ĝkl~s

w!#øCL2 l , ~81!

and the associated vacuum solution

Akl
~vac!5 HLkl , if k>0,

L2 l1 l t lc, if k521. ~82!

Then, the orbit generated by the group of dressing transformations induced by the elementsĜ( l )

provide joint solutions of both the non-Abelian Toda equation~77! and the mKdV hierarchy of
equations restricted to the flows generated by the timestkl .

36 Recall that, both in the mKdV and
non-Abelian Toda equations, the solutions provided by the dressing transformation method
additional constraints. In the generalized mKdV equations, these constraints are given
condition thathPĝ,0~s

w! @see Eq.~51! and the discussion leading to~54!#. As for the non-Abelian
Toda equation, the so-obtained solutions satisfy the identities~78! and ~79!. However, since, in
this caseq̃52B21] lBPĝ0~s

w!, Eq. ~51! implies that hPĝ<0~s
w!, and that q̃ 5 P0@sw#(h)
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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1 @L l ,w2 l #, whereF511w2l1••• . All this shows that the constrainthPĝ,0~s
w! corresponds

precisely to Eq.~78!. In contrast, Eq.~79! involves the timet2 l and, hence, it does not have a
interpretation in terms of the mKdV hierarchy associated withq̃.

Finally, let us discuss the tau-functions for these non-Abelian Toda hierarchies. Equ
~74! and ~76! show that the non-Abelian Toda equation~77! is a partial differential equation fo
the Toda fieldB. Actually, this remains true if we consider the hierarchy of equations assoc
with the vacuum solution~82!. Therefore, in this case, the generalized Hirota tau-functions
respond to the set of variablestm0 ,m08

(t), and the change of variables is provided by Eq.~29!. This
shows that the vectorsum0& have to be chosen in some integrable representation ofg~1! such that
they form a faithful representation ofĜ0~s

w!. It is worth mentioning that Eqs.~73! and ~75!
suggest the possibility of describing these hierarchies in terms of the components ofQ. Actually,
those equations manifest the existing relations between the tau-functionstm0 ,m08

(t) and the com-

ponents ofuti
R(t)& that provide the tau-functions of the associated mKdV hierarchy. Howe

these relations are nonlocal and, therefore, not very useful in practice in the general case.
Equation~28! shows that the proposed generalized tau-functionstm0 ,m08

(t) are precisely the
matrix elements involved in the solitonic specialization of the Leznov–Saveliev solution of
29. Therefore, using the map between the solutions of non-Abelian Toda and mKdV equatio
dressing transformation method relates the resulting orbit of solutions of the latter with the
tonic specialization of the Leznov–Saveliev solution, originally formulated in the context of a
Toda equations. Then, since it can be justified that the solitonic specialization singles the
solutions out from the general Leznov–Saveliev solution,27,28,37the observed relation supports th
conjecture that the orbits of solutions generated by the group of dressing transformations a
contain all the multi-soliton solutions of the equations.

The simplest example is provided by the Abelian affine Toda equations, which are re
with the Drinfel’d–Sokolov mKdV hierarchies discussed in Sec. IV A. Therefore, they are re
ered from the principal Heisenberg subalgebra andl51, with

L15(
i50

r

ei
1 and L215(

i50

r

ki
∨ei

2 . ~83!

The Toda field takes values inĝ0~sp!, which is generated byh0 ,...,hr . This implies that

B5expS 2(
i50

r

f ihi D 5exp~2f•H~0!2f0c!, ~84!

and, hence, the generalized Hirota equations are justtv i ,v i8(t) 5 t i
(0)(t), for i50,...,r . The relation

between the components ofB and the tau-functions follows from Eq.~29!:

^v i uB21uv i&5ef i5t i
~0!~ t !, for i50,...,r , ~85!

which leads to

f5(
i50

r

ln t i
~0!~ t !

2

a i
2 a i , f05 ln t0

~0!~ t !, ~86!

which, compared with~63!, exhibits the relation with the mKdV hierarchies, and agrees with
change of variables~2! used in Refs. 3–6.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have studied a special type of solution of a large class of nonlinear
grable zero-curvature equations. The class of integrable models is constructed from affine~both
twisted and nontwisted! Kac–Moody algebras, and is characterized by exhibiting trivial solutio
referred to as ‘‘vacuum solutions,’’ such that the corresponding Lax operators take values in
Abelian subalgebra up to the central term. Then, we have considered the orbits of so
generated by the group of dressing transformations acting on those vacua. It is important to
that the relevant integrable models are not constructed explicitly. In contrast, their zero-cur
equations are found only as the equations satisfied by this particular class of solutions.
similar to the tau-function approach of Ref. 12 where the equations defining the integrable
archy of bilinear Hirota equations are derived from the property that their solutions lie in the
of a highest-weight vector generated by a Kac–Moody group. The resulting class of inte
models includes the generalizations of the Drinfel’d–Sokolov hierarchies of mKdV~and KdV!
type constructed in Ref. 15, and the generalizations of the sine–Gordon equation kno
Abelian and non-Abelian affine Toda equations.17,19–21

The motivation for studying this particular type of solution is to find the generalizations o
Hirota tau-functions for the relevant integrable systems. First of all, it is generally assume
the orbit of solutions generated by the group of dressing transformations contain all the
soliton solutions of the integrable hierarchy.30 Then, according to the method of Hirota, th
generalized tau-functions provide an alternative set of variables that largely simplify the ta
constructing the multi-soliton solutions. In this case, we have identified those new variable
specific matrix elements evaluated in the integrable highest-weight representations of the
Moody algebra.

In particular, for the generalizations of the Drinfel’d–Sokolov hierarchies of mKdV~and
KdV! type, our results constitute a generalization of the results of Ref. 16 to the general case
the relevant integrable representations are neither of level-one nor of vertex type. Moreov
the non-Abelian affine Toda equations, our results show that the suitable generalizations
Hirota tau-functions correspond to the matrix elements involved in the solitonic specializati
the general Leznov–Saveliev solution.29 Actually, this is a remarkable result since it links th
orbits of solutions under consideration with the solitonic specialization of Ref. 29. Then, sinc
solitonic specialization arises as a prescription to single the multi-soliton configurations out
the general solution, our result supports the conjecture that all the multi-soliton solutions lie
orbit generated by the group of dressing transformation acting on some vacuum.

In this article we have only considered integrable systems of zero-curvature equation
structed from Kac–Moody algebras. However, there are many other important integrable h
chies formulated by means of pseudo-differential operators, and it would be interesting to
tigate the implications of our results for the definition of generalized Hirota tau-functions in t
cases.38 In particular, it has been recently shown in Ref. 39 how matrix generalizations of bot
Gelfand–Dickey and the constrained KP hierarchies can be recovered from the construc
Ref. 15. Therefore, at least in these important cases, it should be possible to translate dire
definition of tau-functions into the context of those integrable systems.
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APPENDIX: INTEGRABLE HIGHEST-WEIGHT REPRESENTATIONS

An affine Kac–Moody algebrag of rank r is defined by a generalized Cartan matrixa of
affine type of orderr11 ~and rankr !, and is generated by$hi , ei

6, i50,...,r % andd subject to the
relations40

@hi , hj #50, @hi , ej
6#56ai , jej

6 ,

@ei
1 , ej

2#5d i , jhi , ~adei
6!12a i , j~ej

6!50, ~A1!

@d, hi #50, @d, ei
6#56d i ,0e0

6 .

The elementsei
6 are Chevalley generators, and$h0 ,...,hr ,d% span the Cartan subalgebra ofg.

The algebrag has a centerC c generated by the central elementc5( i50
r ki

∨hi , whereki
∨ are the

labels of the dual Dynkin diagram ofg ~the dual Kac labels!, and in all casesk0
∨51.

The differentZ-gradations ofg are labeled by setss5(s0 ,...,sr) of non-negative integers
Then the gradation is induced by a derivationds such that

@ds, hi #5@ds, d#50, @ds, ei
6#56siei

6 . ~A2!

In particular, the derivationd corresponds to the so-called homogeneous gradations5~1,0,...,0!.
The definition of integrable representations makes use of the following property. An ele

xPg is said to be ‘‘locally nilpotent’’ on a given representation if for any vectoruv& there exists
a positive integerNv such thatx

Nvuv& 5 0. Then, an integrable highest-weight representationL~s!
of g is a highest-weight representation ofg where the Chevalley generators are locally nilpoten40

It can be proven thatL~s! is irreducible and thatuvs& is the unique highest-weight vector ofL~s!.
The highest-weight vector ofL~s! can be labelled by a gradation,s5(s0 ,s1 ,...,sr) such that

ei
1uvs&5~ei

2!si11uvs&50, ~A3!

hi uvs&5si uvs&, dsuvs&50, ~A4!

for all i50,...,r. Notice that the eigenvalue ofds is arbitrary, and thatds can be diagonalized actin
on L~s!. The eigenvalue of the centerc on the representationL~s! is known as the levelk

cuvs&5(
i50

r

ki
~hi uvs&5S (

i50

r

ki
~si D uvs&, ~A5!

hencek 5 ( i50
r ki

∨si P Z > 0. OnL(s) there is a notion of orthogonality by means of a~unique!
positive definite Hermitian formH such thatH~uvs&,uvs&![^vsuvs&51. Finally, L~s! can be ‘‘inte-
grated’’ to a representation of the Kac-Moody groupĜ, which is then generated just by th
exponentials of the generators ofg.33,40,41

We will use the notationuv i& for the highest-weight vector of the ‘‘fundamental’’ represen
tion L( i ) wheresj5d j ,i , anddi for the corresponding derivation. In terms of these fundame
highest-weight vectors,uvs& can be decomposed as

uvs&5 ^

i50

r

$uv i& ^si%. ~A6!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 2, February 1997
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It follows from its definition that the highest-weight vector ofL~s! is annihilated byĝ.0~s!,
and that it is an eigenvector ofĝ0~s! with eigenvalues

hi uvs&5si uvs&, dsuvs&50,
~A7!

ej
2uvs&50 when sj50.

Then, the representation of the subgroupsĜ1~s!, Ĝ2~s!, andĜ0~s! on L~s! are actually generated
by exponentiating the generators ofĝ.0~s!, ĝ,0~s!, andĝ0~s!, respectively.

For simply laced affine Kac–Moody algebras, all the fundamental integrable represent
of level one are isomorphic to the basic representationL~0!, which can be realized in terms o
vertex operators acting on Fock spaces.33,42Then, the other fundamental integrable representat
of level.1 can be realized as submodules in the tensor product of several fundamental lev
representations. Moreover, the fundamental integrable representations of nonsimply laced
Moody algebras can be constructed from those of the simply laced algebras by folding the28,43
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